A Quick Review of an Electrodynamic Tether Experiment on the H-II Transfer Vehicle
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Abstract: An electrodynamic tether (EDT) is a prospective candidate for the deorbit propulsion of active debris removal systems because it can contribute to simplifying the overall system and thus lowering the cost. In order to demonstrate some essential technologies for EDT, JAXA planned and conducted an on-orbit experiment of the EDT on the H-II transfer vehicle 6 (HTV-6). This plan is called KITE. The flight components of KITE have been installed to the HTV-6 until July 2016 and the freight was launched in December 2016. After the HTV left the international space station, the KITE mission began at the end of January 2017. Although tether deployment was unsuccessful due to malfunction, the field emission cathode and other mission components operated well and important on-orbit data were obtained.

Nomenclature

\[ J_{et} = \text{emitter current of field emission cathode (electron current emitted from emitter material), mA} \]
\[ J_{es} = \text{emission current of field emission cathode (electron current extracted from cathode unit), mA} \]
\[ J_{g} = \text{gate current of field emission cathode (electron current through gate electrode), mA} \]
\[ V_{g} = \text{gate voltage of field emission cathode, V} \]
\[ \phi_{HTV} = \text{electrical potential of HTV with reference to plasma space potential, V} \]

I. Introduction

Removing large debris objects from crowded low Earth orbit (LEO) is one of the essential ways to prevent the ongoing growth of the space debris population. Some reports indicated that removing five large pieces of space debris from the crowded orbits per year will stop the continuous growth of the debris population.1,2 In order to pursue
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ADR activities continuously, low-cost ADR systems should be developed. An electrodynamic tether (EDT) is a prospective candidate for the deorbit propulsion of ADR systems because it can contribute to lowering the cost.

EDT is a propulsion system utilizing the ionosphere and planetary magnetic fields. Figure 1 shows a conceptual drawing of EDT and its application to ADR. Major advantages of EDT as the deorbit propulsion for ADR are as follows;

1) It requires no propellant because the thrust (electromagnetic force) is generated by electromagnetic interaction between the tether current and the geomagnetic field.
2) High electrical power is not necessary as self-induced electromotive force can drive the tether current.
3) No thrust vector control is required because the electromagnetic force is spontaneously generated against the orbital motion.
4) Restriction on clamping point and force on debris is not strict due to low and distributed thrust.

These advantages can contribute to simplifying the ADR systems and thus lowering the total cost. On the other hand, EDT has some disadvantages such as the potential possibility of tether cut by small debris or meteoroids during the operation, the impacts on other operational satellite due to the large effective cross-sectional area of the system, and no on-orbit demonstration performed as the deorbit propulsion device. We have to consider these disadvantages in developing EDTs for ADR.

In order to demonstrate some essential technologies for EDT, JAXA planned an on-orbit EDT experiment on the H-II transfer vehicle 6 (HTV-6). This plan is called the Kounotori Integrated Tether Experiment (KITE). Figure 2 shows the expected image of KITE on orbit. EDT demonstration has been performed or planned many times and many important data on the EDT fundamentals have been obtained in these experiments, however, our original experiment in space should be conducted to design and develop the EDT propulsion system for ADR.

II. Overview of KITE mission

The primary objectives of KITE are to demonstrate the key EDT technologies such as a net-shaped bare tether possessing high tolerance to small-debris impact and a field emission cathode (FEC) as a small and simple electron source and to increase technology readiness levels to design and develop the EDT system for ADR. The 700-m-length bare tether collects electrons from the ambient space plasma, and the FEC on the HTV emits 10-mA-level electrons into the plasma. This combination of the plasma contactors can provide complete propellant-free deorbit propulsion. Table 1 shows the planned major mission specifications of KITE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>H-II Transfer Vehicle 6 (HTV-6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mission duration</td>
<td>7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit</td>
<td>20 km (or more) below iSS orbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Altitude: 300 – 400 km, Inclination: 52 deg.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tether deployment direction</td>
<td>Zenith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tether length</td>
<td>700 m (approx.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tether current</td>
<td>10 mA (approx.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron collector</td>
<td>Bare tether</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron emitter</td>
<td>Field emission cathode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
which were determined to achieve the mission objectives under some restrictions. Deorbiting of the HTV is beyond the scope because the expected EDT thrust is low.

The planned sequence of event of KITE is summarized in Fig. 3. Following events were planned in the 7-day mission. On Day 1, the tether is deployed after the checkout of KITE components and the tether vibration amplitude is alleviated using HTV thrusters. On Day 2, the tether vibration behavior, the tether voltage induced by the self-induced electromotive force, and the tether current due to the transfer of charged particles from/to the ambient plasma are measured. On Day 3, the initial characteristics measurement of the FEC is done, following the HTV potential measurement with and without electron emission. On Day 4, changes in the tether current and voltage are measured during the repetition of the on/off operation of the FEC. On Day 5, the FEC is operated in an autonomous mode and the autonomous operation of the EDT system is demonstrated. On Day 6, EDT thrust measurement is to be attempted by monitoring the tether vibration amplitude. On Day 7, the tether is severed to avoid causing troubles for the re-entry operation of the HTV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day 1</td>
<td>① Checkout of KITE Components</td>
<td>②</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>② End-mass Ejection (Tether Deployment)</td>
<td>③</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>③ Tether Motion Alleviation by HTV Maneuver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 2</td>
<td>④ Observation of Tether Dynamics &amp; Measurement of Electromotive Force</td>
<td>④</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 3</td>
<td>⑤ Measurement of Electromotive Force</td>
<td>⑤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⑥ Checkout &amp; Characteristics Measurement of Field Emission Cathode</td>
<td>⑥</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⑦ Measurement of HTV Electric Potential with and without Electron Emission</td>
<td>⑦</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 4</td>
<td>⑧ Repetitive Measurement of Tether Electric Potential &amp; Current</td>
<td>⑧</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⑨ Tether Motion Alleviation by HTV Maneuver (If required)</td>
<td>⑩</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⑩ Autonomous EDT Operation at Several Settings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 5</td>
<td>⑪ Autonomous EDT Operation at Maximum Electron Emission for EDT Thrust Measurement by Monitoring Tether Libration</td>
<td>⑪</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 6</td>
<td>⑫ Extra Time for Additional Tests</td>
<td>⑫</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⑬ Cutting of Tether from HTV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Planned sequence of event in KITE.
III. KITE Components

The major components for KITE are the bare tether, reels for housing and braking, end-mass, releasing mechanism of the end-mass, camera for tether dynamics observation, FEC, electrical potential monitor (LP-POM), magnetic sensor (MAGS), and data handling unit/power control unit (DHU/PCU). Figure 4 shows the locations of the components on the HTV.

A. Tether and Reel

The tether is housed in the end-mass in the initial condition. The total length of the tether is approximately 720 m. The tether has a mesh structure, as shown in Fig. 5, in order to avoid being cut by impacts from small-sized debris. Each yarn comprises a thin aluminum and stainless-steel wire. The surface of the initial 10 m of the tether at the HTV side is insulated by a non-conductive coating to avoid unintentional electrical discharge adjacent to the HTV body.

The last 10 m of the tether is connected to a drum-type braking reel. At the end of the deployment, the velocity of the end-mass is decelerated gradually by the braking reel and the deployment terminates gently without rebounding or severing.

Figure 5. Bare tether. (a) 720-m-length tether rolled around core. (b) Close-up view of tether. (Gaps between yarns are widened intentionally.)
B. Release Mechanism
The release mechanism comprises a spring for pushing out the end-mass and non-explosive actuators for holding the end-mass before its release. The action of the release is initiated by the execution of three individual commands for satisfying the safety requirement from the HTV. The initial velocity of the end-mass given by the release mechanism is designed to be approximately 1 m/s.

C. Rendezvous Sensor (HTV Component)
The motion of the end-mass is observed and analyzed by rendezvous sensors (RVSs) of the HTV. The RVSs are not KITE components but original HTV instruments, which are used for approaching the International Space Station (ISS). The end-mass could be simplified using the RVSs because the position sensors, communication devices, and power sources were not required. Retroreflectors for the detection by the RVSs are mounted around the end-mass instead.

D. Camera
A camera system is installed adjacent to the release mechanism in order to monitor the end-mass and tether. The system comprises two individual sets of lens and CMOS sensor; one of which is used for observing the motion of the end-mass just after the release so that the lens is telephoto, and the other is used for monitoring the tether motion so that the lens is wide-angled. The onboard processing logic, such as feature point recognition and image trimming, is implemented.

E. Field Emission Cathode (FEC)
An FEC is used to emit electrons to the ambient space plasma. A schematic drawing of the FEC is shown in Fig. 6. Carbon nanotube (CNT) based FECs have been researched and developed in JAXA11 and one of the laboratory models was improved and integrated for KITE.

An FEC module (see Fig. 7) is installed on the thruster module of the HTV as shown in Fig. 8. The FEC module comprises the FEC-Head (FECH), which emits electrons, the FEC-Controller (FECC), which provides high-voltage (HV) power to the FECH, the FEC-Guard (FECG), which covers the FECH until the mission starting. The FECG was opened just before the electron emission sequence started on Day3. The electron emission surface of the FECH is set parallel to the orbital direction to avoid having damage due to the direct impact of atomic oxygen flow.
Figure 9 shows the FECH comprising eight cathode units (CUs). Each CU is operated using an independent HV DC converter in the FECC. A nominal electron emission capability of a single cathode unit is approximately 2.2 mA.

A simplified schematic of the electrical circuit including the FECH and FECC is shown in Fig. 10. The cable from the tether is connected to the emitter of the FECH through a switching unit containing three relays for avoiding discharge failure. This switching circuit was designed referring previous works. A single HV converter drives one CU so that the gate voltage of each CU is independently controlled and the malfunction of a single HV or CU does not lead to a complete loss of function.

F. Potential Monitor (LP-POM)

An electrical potential monitor with a plasma current probe (LP-POM) is installed on the thruster module of the HTV, as shown in Fig. 4. LP-POM measures the electrical potential of the HTV body with reference to the ambient space plasma. This function is indispensable for estimating the end-to-end tether voltage because this voltage is calculated as the summation of the absolute electrical potential of the HTV and the tether voltage measured at the switching unit in the FECC. Two kinds of potential sensors were installed and the function has been verified by the ATOTIE-mini experiment on the HTV-4. Another function of the LP-POM is to measure the electron current from the ambient plasma using a planar probe. The number densities of the ambient plasma can be roughly estimated using this data. This function was demonstrated by the KASPER experiment on the HTV-5 in 2015.

G. Magnetic Sensor (MAGS)

A MAGS is fixed inside of the main body of the HTV. MAGS measures the magnetic flux density of the geomagnetic field for supporting the analyses of the EDT characteristics. Although the data from the existing geomagnetic field model is probably enough to investigate the EDT characteristics, MAGS is effective to complement the data in case unexpected fluctuations of the geomagnetic field occur.

H. Data Handling Unit/Power Control Unit (DHU/PCU)

The data handling and power control of KITE components are ruled by a single device called DHU/PCU. DHU/PCU possesses the functions of data acquisition for KITE components, telemetry/command interpretation between the HTV and KITE, and electrical power distribution to KITE components. DHU/PCU is installed next to the MAGS in the HTV main body.

IV. Quick Review of KITE Results

A. Results Overview

The flight components of KITE have been installed to the HTV-6 until July 2016 and the freight was launched in December 2016. The HTV-6 left the ISS after the successful transportation operation, and the KITE mission was conducted from January 28 to February 5, 2017.
Table 2 summarizes the daily events in the KITE mission. On Day 1, following the initial checkout of the KITE instruments, the end-mass ejection process for tether deployment was pursued, however, release of the end-mass was not detected. On Day 2, investigation on the malfunction and plans for retrieval were discussed. After Day 2, both the re-attempts to deploy the tether and the operation of FEC were conducted in parallel or serial. Despite various efforts and attempts to recover the malfunction, the end mass could not be released at the end. The KITE mission was terminated just before HTV-6 began re-entry maneuver.

Although the tether deployment was unsuccessful, the FEC operated well without any critical trouble throughout the mission period. Some additional tests on FEC, such as the electron emission operation at various HTV attitude, which was not planned in original, were conducted using an extra mission time.

Other KITE components were also functioning well without fatal problems. LP-POM was continuously operated from the HTV launch to the re-entry. The electrical potential of the HTV body and the plasma current were obtained at all HTV operation phases; solo-flight, docking to the ISS, berthing at the ISS, releasing from the ISS, and the KITE mission. MAGS also worked well during the KITE mission acquiring three-axis magnetic flux density. The camera could not be used for monitoring the end-mass and tether, however, images of the ISS, which are effective for developing visual guidance and navigation systems for ADR, were acquired during the rendezvous phase.15 DHU/PCU performed its roll perfectly.

In the following section, results of FEC operation were described in detail.

B. Results of FEC Operation

The FEC operation was started on Day 3 by opening the FE CG and ended on Day 8 by obtaining the final I-V characteristics. All eight cathode units operated throughout the mission period without any critical failure, such as a short-circuit between the electrodes. Table 3 shows the summary of FEC operation results. The accumulated operation time reached 50 hours in the total exposure time of 130 hours. The total maximum emitter current and emission current were approximately 10 and 6 mA, respectively. “Emitter current” indicates the electron current emitted from the CNT emitter and “emission current” means the electron current extracted to outside the cathode units. The emission current is calculated by subtracting the gate current from the emitter current.

1. Electron emission to plasma without tether

The first point to be discussed on the FEC operation in KITE is whether the electrons were really emitted to the ambient plasma in this experiment, in which a bare tether did not exist. In the EDT fundamentals, the tether generates
the potential difference between the tether ends, and thus the electron current loop via the electron emitter, ambient plasma and bare tether is formed in a steady state.

We infer that the voltage generated by the HTV’s solar cells plays a role of the tether voltage, and the exposed anodic potential area of the solar cells collects electrons from the ambient plasma. Figure 11 illustrates the conceptual image of the current loop formation via space plasma in this experiment.

Figure 12 shows supporting evidence of the inference above. This figure shows the trends in electrical potential of the HTV and in emission current from the FEC at the initial current-voltage characteristics measurement on Day 3. The potential and current were obtained by LP-POM and FECC, respectively. There is a correlation between the HTV potential and emission current, that is, the negative potential of the HTV was mitigated by the electron emission from the FEC. This relation indicates that the potential balance between the HTV and the space plasma in the nominal condition was violated by the electron emission from FEC, thus establishing a new potential equilibrium. These data also indicate that FEC can be applied to control or mitigate spacecraft charging for preventing malfunction caused by unintended discharges.

2. Current-voltage characteristics of FEC on-orbit

An example of current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of a single cathode unit is shown in Fig. 13. This figure shows the relationship between the emitter current and gate voltage of the No. 4 cathode unit obtained at the initial I-V measurement on Day 3. Measurement results at several times of voltage-sweep are plotted here. Typical characteristics in field emission phenomena were observed from this figure.

3. Trend in electron emission in accordance with HTV potential variation

Figure 14 shows an example of the trend in total emitter and gate current when the eight cathode units operated simultaneously. Results of five successive autonomous operations on Day 4 were shown in this

Figure 12. Trends in electrical potential of HTV and electron emission current from FEC.

Figure 13. Typical example of current-voltage characteristics of single cathode unit. Data was obtained on Day 3 for No. 4 cathode unit.
The electrical potential of the HTV with reference to ambient plasma at the same time range is also shown in the figure. The intermissions between the operations are attributable to recording and downlinking of the data. The gate current was kept almost constant and the emitter current widely varied in magnitude. These results show that the gate voltage of each cathode unit was adjusted to maintain constant gate current as intended, and the emitter current varied depending on the HTV potential. The trend in HTV potential largely depends on the voltage generation by the HTV’s solar cells, that is, the solar irradiation conditions. The emitter current is larger when the HTV potential is lower. This tendency is reasonable because the space charge limit is mitigated when the potential difference between the FEC and the plasma becomes larger.

4. Electron emission efficiency

One of the essential indicators to characterize the FEC performance is the electron emission efficiency against the anode (or plasma on-orbit) potential. Note that “electron emission efficiency” indicates the ratio of emission current to emitter current. This indicator is important for estimating the tether current in the EDT system under various potential conditions. Figure 15 shows the electron emission efficiency plotted against the plasma-to-HTV potential difference during the autonomous operation on Day 6. The results at the final ground test of the FECH are also shown in this figure. The plate anode located 200 mm away from FECH was used for current collection in the ground test.

The on-orbit data in Fig. 15 shows that emission efficiency depends on the plasma-to-HTV potential difference as expected, and that the characteristics are better than those obtained by the ground test using the plate anode.

V. Conclusion

The mission concept, components, and results of the electrodynamic tether experiment on the H-II transfer vehicle were reviewed. Although the tether could not be deployed due to the malfunction of the end-mass release mechanism, the field emission cathode and other mission components operated well throughout the mission period. Obtained on-orbit data on the field emission cathode are effective to understand the electron emission phenomena in the ionosphere and to develop the cathode devices for future active debris removal systems.
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